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Q When did you first hear abo'U.:f;Dr. Inch's visit?

A At aboui;. milinight on Thu..;.'sday evening, when someone told me
that this visit had been announced in th~ Newsletter.

Q Did you participate in the discussions as to the form of the
demonstration?

It Yes

Q In how many disc',s$ions?

A I was in a discussion on Sunday eveningrand Mqnday evening.

Q We a~e trlfing tc get straight in our minds the way in which
the demonstration was planneq. By that Sunday evening's discus-
sion 'he,'e the broad plans, for instance the r'eading of the
indictment, had they been made by then.

A Certainly by the end of Sunday evening certai.n things were obvious
to a lot of peop~e who wanted to demonstrate on thismatter. One
was that we couldn't organise openly and publicly as this might
resul t in the visit being cancelle<i;.,also we realised we wanted
~o advertise the issue of CBWas widely as Possible and it was

widely realised by all shades of political opinion invol~~4 in
this that a violent demonstration was not :>n.Jynot required. it

was very much what we wanted to ach,ieve.

Q Well that was, as it were, nega'tiveid:i.:.3cu8sions and decisions
arri ved at... you wouldn.' t do thj.s and you wouldn't do that.
I~d positive decisions been arrived at?
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A Wehad decided'that we certainly wanted to qutstion Dr. Inch
about th.work that was done at Porton Down and about the

individ,?-al responsibility. of. the ti1ILdivi dual scientist. to what
to all of us seemed a very perverted use of science. Aridthe idea of
reading of an illJ.ictrnenthad been mentioned by Mr. Archardwho
had been doing research in this.

Q Thic then was quite a long discussion?
."1

The Sunday one.

A About two hours. I'm not sure about that.

Q With how many people present?

A About 12 at most.

Q Do you wish to say who was present?

A I feel I am quite justified to say that I was present but I
think it is the responsibility of each individual to come
for\'iard.



Q Would yoU say that it was at that discussion that the issue

was hammered out and the main decisions taken;

A No I wouldn't, I think amongst th"se 10/12 peopleit was
decided how we Ifelttowards it. This \iasn'tthe original planninG

meeting or anything like that, I don't think there 1Jasan

original planning meeting. Quite simply a lot of people heard

about this and a lot of them didn't decide upon the demonstra-

tion/they just knew about it.

"
't \~e have heard from Peter Archard that there were discussions with

a comparative~y small number and that many others were told by

word of mouth that there 1has to be a demonstration.

A After all these meetings people who we: thought would be interested

in making a.protest were asked if they had been making plans and
I\.()b

ther~;wasLa vast amount of coordination not on a wide organisa-
tional scale - as far as I know there wasn't one ~foup that

organised the whole thing, there were individuals who prepared

their parts in it; notably Mr. Archard prepared a c.oCllJ'11ent.But

jus.t through conversations amongst interested individuals really

a very broad consensus of what'che pT:otest was to be emerged.
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. -tlauld you accept thi3.t of the 80 or so people who came, mi3.ybe it was more,
a majority, let us say about 60, who knew more than thafr a d~monstra,tion

was to take place, that they \"ished to participate in it and that they
were prepared to lend their support. Do you accept that as being what
you know of it?

Po It is very difficult to agree on numbers, I don It know if 80 participating
is the exact figure. Certainly some people in no way attempted to organise
3nything. L3ter on towards tha actual time of the meeting .by which time
there was a wide agreement, ce:ctainly I would sa~yggre than 20 people, as

to what nature the demonstration was likely to be . These people outside

w~re informed and even then any suggestions they had were of course

considered but I know that there were definitely three definite groups

who were all considering organisation of some form of protest and the

differences amongst these three groups just disappeared in discussion.

,"
~ Were these three groups represented at the'Supday evening discussion?

A
..

It is difficult to say because these three groups makes it sound like

they~were in some way modul~swithin themselves.

accumulations of interests O.rpeople.

'TheyMere just



~ 'rhey did not correspond to any political grouping or political societies'?

A vie only have one political society and that by now is very much a non-

society, namely the Socialist ,society which just includesthe whole place.

x~& you express your view on that?

A If ~ we are sticking to fact I shouldn't have dope so either.

'..1'. . As far as there was a plan which ili~d any details to it that plan was to

read the indictment)€ssentially, that is the details so far scripted.

Would it be right to say that that plan was arrived at by discussion

notably on Sunday evening and at other times as well and was then

disseminated informally by various people who knew of'it and in

informal conversations to other interested parties?
.

A It would be wrong to say that that had been decided at the meeting that

I was ~¥fu7tga¥8r as I know there were more meetings than that particular

one. I also mentioned that I was at a meeting in the Towers on Monday

even though by then the document had been prepared, in which the nature,

the content and certainly the tactics of reading i~ were still very much

fluid, and weXH: certainly discussed various ,9.ttitudesand ideas as to how

H~M~~rj: Bsi'k:kused ,'/asbrought up at the £1onday meeting, and was

read out by discussion.
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"'(; About how many people were at the' Monday meeting'i'

A Certainly eight, quite possibly more.

Q Any by the end of that, this being the eve of the demonstration, was

there then general agreewent as to how the demonstration was to proceed?

A Yes, I'd say so.

'<t The indictment by then had been completed?

A Yes.

at.
I had a copy of the indictment at the Monday evening meeting I was

0:; We have been told that 20 copies were distributed.

A I don't know how many, but I ,wouldsay certainlyabout 20.



Q Do you know if the scripting had been done by Monday evening~ We know

that the indictment was scripted,~ divided among five people who were

to read it.

A 'rhis was one of the things discussed at the Honday evening meeting, at

least the one that I was at, and I was 'not agreed that five people should

read the document. The five people who were allocated sect~ons of it

were those who, xx as long as the thing was not interrupted were to have

the first reading of it. The reason why a lot more than five copies were

distributed was so that if anyone member who had first scripting was

unable to re9.d for any reason then other people could take over.

,:,: .Apart from re3ding the indictment and what you have just said about other

people taking over wnat other plans had been made'?

A It was intended that peopihev/ouIdGO iilto the meeting quite normally.
r . . [).b9ut b

. d .". t " .'fke:Xe:XW0:N . hH3 wa.s agreed runongstl every ody concerne. l'or onc 111ng

somebQdy did bring up the idea that all those wishing to protest might

assemble outside the lecture room and that once it had started we would

go in en ma,sse and this being very much a meeting busting tactic. 'rhis

was very muc~ decided against by just about everybody who was involved

in the discussion. It was decided that people would go in..just as

ordinary members of the University going to a meeting. It was decided

that the indictment would be read during the lectureand not before E

started.
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," I gather it W:7.3 decided that the indictment should be read as soon as

Dr. Inch got up to speak.

A It was decided that we should start reading as soon as he had started

speaking, certainly not before.

.~
'. wh::,t actually happened was
Does that mean that/SO some \:1x'Een't' not according to plan'? :if

Vle understand that the indictment was started to be read really when

Dr. Inch got to his feet and had said nothing or anly a few words.

"
:, 'lihis was not a radicalI think he had said about two or three words.

~

departure frol1lwhat had been agreed beforehand.

The indictment should ha~e bee1read therefore soon after he bagan to
speak~

A. It had been decided that if the site of the meeting was changed, no,

whilst the meeting was under way the regular .meeting was changed, I

mean the official meeting, the one that had been organised, if they

decided to go elsewhere then He would just go along and participate

in the way that we had been participating. 1'10re than this, nothing

really was organised.



\~ would you saJ that it was the intention of those participating in these

discussions that Dr. Inch would not be permitted to give his scheduled

lecture?

A This was not decide~. It was very;much decided that tactically it would

be wrong to hear his lecture first:ct'!.nclthen to put oux: questions at the

end. This in a way would be accepting, one example, considering a t~ing

in some minor de!:ail of a political or social issue and by questioning at

the end you implicitly accept the whole thing to start off with and then

try to modify it. Havii1g been decided that we would have our meeting

first on the totality of Germ vlarfare and then having completed this let

Dr. Inch speak. This really had not been decided.

wew~~~tgiscuss th!'; total:Lty of the thing.

It was decided that

r.
. ""ould it be right to say that the implicit plans had been made even if

not actually spoken about was the belief, and you hold this belief, that

Dr. Inch would in fact be prevel1ted from giving his talk?

A ix I think it is mislea.ding, at least a token of misleading ourselves, if

we say preventing him from speaking. We intended to make our voices heard

on the questions which we thought needed to be asked but the idea that if

Dr. Inch continued speaking we would in some way shut him up. This was not

considered. If it had been consideredI would not have contemplatedit.
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A.
It might have meant two groups shouting at each other.

(~~ Are~lWIs you sa.ying that with the proviso that Dr. :fu.ch would be speaking

in answer to your indictment or questions?

A. I understand that the nature of the demonstration which,was considered

before hand, we were going to read our indictment and ask sur questions.
There was going to be no attempt other than this to shut up Dr. Inch.
Itle had organised nothing to stop him giving his lecture.

I'
'<-G Let us take your view on that. 'l'he indictment would be read as far f3S

that Dr. Inch would be given an opportunity to reply so he would answer

further questions but if let us say after ten minutes of questioning

the Chairman or Dr. Inch had said right now I have answered your questions
we are going to get on with the Chemistry Society lecture, would you have
allowed this? Would you have quietly filed out?

A. I don't know. I think I would have stayed to listen to the lecture,
but really this was not considered beforeh9lnd: There were large areas

in fact of WkX~H this which were Knot considered, which were not XXxEXxR~

mentioned pyanybody in discussion beforehand.

"" Do you think it would be fair to say either that the intention of the

demonstration or Y°'!¥' intention was to convert the programme from a
Chemistry lecture to a confrontation on the ethics of his work?

h I am pretty sure that, I'm speaking now for the de'inonstration, this has

not been considered, and 1 am sure that once we started our indic.tment

this will raise the questions and be considered and as such the nature

of the meeting would have been changed, th,at we changed it sirpply by

our physica.l presence there which T,vas necessary so that we could actually
raise our voices beyond this and no other means contemplatedor used.for

ch~nging the meeting.

Was it ever discussed, agreed, or XE~ag~RM ~rojected that Dr. Inch should

be prevented from leaving the meeting room and/or the campus?

A It was pot considered. I1he nearest this question came tq being considered

't/as what would happen if after the protest had started the non-demonstrating

3udience plus speakershad ,decided to go to ,<mother MRR:&:xxgroom, and just
simply following the meeting there, adjourning the meeting there and

reconvening it somewhere else. 'l'he"idea he:re which was not very cl~arly

considered., it was just assumed that we would. go with them ~
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~
30 when in fact at the lecture Dr. Inch made to go it appears that it was

a certain cry of <no he is not)and certain attempts made to stand in his

~

way. Would that have been a spontaneous reaction or ~ be as the result

of a plan?

A
It wtls I who announced that Dr. Inch was leaving.

W
I ~ been listening

to, I think it was Tillett, and Inch discussing whether to go on with the

lecture or to try to continue and I heard them xx say that Inch could

call the thing off and leave the campus. I just annouhced this, I didn't

call out any instructions. There were no instructions or agreed procedure

for the demonstration, just relying on the spontaneity of the masses. to do

what they wanted.

Q Was any discussion raised about what is loosely called violence - we will

have to disect that in a moment?

A. Obviously we realised that this would be considered a violent demonstration

simply when students demonstrate it is taken.as an act of violence in the

eyes of the bourgeouis if nothing else but we did consider the

very real possibility that there would be some students who would be

prepared for violent actions by this I mean physical force, blows, kicking,

things like this. we did not consider throwing stones andtak~ng them~on

with baseball bats but we did consider the possibility that some students
\

would want to take some form of action that we considered violent. We

didn't want this to happen and I am certain that I didn't. I thought that

to gain the ends of the demon$tration, to raise the issue of CBW it was

necessary that we were as reasonable and argued our case as well as possible.

. and obviously.this would be, violence would be counter-conducted to this.



.

...; Of cource between vi olence of that kind and argumentative demonstration

there is a stage which in fact took place namely of obstruction and

resistence to Inch~s movements. Was that. in any way discussed':

.J.\ Is that in fact violent?

.~ I am not expressing any vmews as to whether that is violent or not.

.

A Assuming that Inch was prevented from leaving which is a questionable

assumption.

<. I~take your point, quite unloaded.

preventing Inch's m~vements?

vias there any discussion about

ri
No there ;tlasnot, not ;xi:before the demonstration.

~~ I have been talking a lot about the plans, I am going to go on about

the motives.
-- ~ ~- -- - ""
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'{ You said a number of interesting things, I said interresting, which shows

that there was a slightly different conception in your mind as to ~eter

Archard, certain aspects of this at least~ You implied in yqur comment

about the significance of asking your questions before or after the

speaker had spoken. You implied that you had actually considered the

subject matter, in other words you said that it was implied that you

acceptedwhat he was saying if you ha-dasked your questionsaftervJards.

This must imply that you made some assumptions about the sUbject matter.

This <is a different a~titude of mind to Peter Archard who said that the

subject matter was irrelevant. Is this fair'?

A I do not know the full contextof vlhat Peter Archard said.

,
q; Did you consider the subject matter?

A It was considered this much that the chemical properties of toxic substances

combined with the fact of Inch's occupation and the business of the place

where he is occupied suggests - it does more than suggests - is a fact of

an assumptionby a statementof the practicabilityof certain investigating

CBW with an end towards a possible use of these in warfare.



~ You made no special, investigation to find out. the technical meaning of the

title as it has been pointed out to us that all chemicals are toxic?

,
f". True. Ne would assume, certainly I did consider this, not very deeply

but I did consider, that the toxic chemicals J:'eferredto were likely to

be those on which Port on Down is engaged. I think this &s a fair

assumption.

~ I say why I asked youthisquestion,

to say it was Rn unfair que,stion.

Peter llcrchard.would have been able

<"; Do you think in fact that you would have b8en as impelled to make the

demonstration if the 'title had been a completely<inocuous one?

," K0,xXX~011~HgHXghHmis:tx;!{xi:nx:idmx~n.t1':R..:mX::GJ::aIlCRE.4:Xx:fxh:axRxaxfRRXiN.g¥xiN.xfx«:t
110. lX~l{~)(~xfH~XiR~~xi:N.xfa~:txxxknNwx:thaxxxxN0Hl~R~X«~KSi~R~xtkisx
Dn:m1tmU~

~~ ChemistJ:'Yin the cure of cancer.

I have a feeling, in fact, 1 know that I would not consider this inocuous.

I would not consider a lecture of the title you suggest inocuous because

part of the campaigh to make the work at Port on Down acceptable is to

stress how the Dew valuable side effect$ aDd incidentals of the work done

there has positive uses for the good of humanity. For example in the
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,r\.. dialogue with 'Inch in that vestibule he stressed the fact and he appeared

to believe it poor simple soul that work at Porton IDown was worth continuing

for no other reason and that this had valuable

<.; Can I put it this way, that no matter what a leHurer, a scientist at

Porton Down lectured about your anger would have been aroused?

A I think we would have demonstrated against the presence on the campus of

somebody from Porton Down. HOwever T think that df)pending on the nature

of what his state of presence here was meant to be this would possibly

have resulted in different forms of demonstration.

~ Can I just put the last nail into this point. A few members of the Chemistry

department staff, one of them Professor Bradley, have put it to us that as

chemists it is theit opinion.that Dr. Inch's talk had nothing to do with,the

military applications of chemistry, at all. Four of us are non-chemists

so it is very hard for us to make a:ny judgement on that kind of statement.

If that were true that Dr. Inch's research and the subject matter of his

talk had no military applications would you still have demonstrated on the

grounds that the establishment where he works'?

A I really don't know if I can aCC01)t that Dr. Inch's work and/or his lecture

had no military application or no military connection. You have got to

consider whether it has direct military connection or secondary military

connection or associate military connection or no connection at all.

" Is that beC3.use there is something you know about Dr Inch's work in

.particula.r or because of a.'1as::mrnption, right or vJrong I don' t know, that

anyone working for Porton IDOWllmust directly or indirectly. be work:iJ.ggtowards

ends to which condemn?

,\ :;:\>londerhow much I would demol1istrateagainst a visitor of a member of

the Port on Down cleaning staff. If I could expand what I said about

primary, secondary or terhary applicability to military use you probably

have all seen the article in the Observer last Sunday about the wvrk being

conducted at Bri-tish Un5.versi ties on Porton Down finances.

~G I accept the strong; feelings the demonstrators have about Porton Down and

I think Ihaw'got it clear in my m;i.nd,the link up between the.work going

on at Porton 1;0\;111and the need for demonstrDtion::) against Dr. Inch.

",", Not to demonstrate against Dr. Inch, against CB\'.!.
""
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cl At any timeduring these discussions did you plan or imagine what would

happen if the police were called? This was not discussed?

A 'l'heidea that the police might be called waS not considered a bit

(~ It seems to be apparent in your mind what wouldhave happened E!!rX0KRNHXJi

if you had thoughtabout it - I get this picture, tell me if. I am v/rong -
th?-tbefore the event your picture of \1/ha.t was going to happen would be

thatDr. IncjJwould begin to speak ilnd ha. would be interrupted and this

indictment would be read, he would ask questions and eventually, assuming

you arrived at some sort of satisfactory answers you would then imagine

that everything would settle down and Dr. Inch would give his lecture.

Is that .correct'?

A I don't know if that is particularly accurate. I don't think it can be

because we knew' what we wanted to do, to rer;!.d the indictmentand to

question Dr. Inch about the i~sues concerned. Beyond that we had no

plan within the connected provisos laid down such as xNax we did not

want the meeting to be reconvened without us and until we had finished

our indictment and we did not want to use any form of violence other than
Beyond ,.

take over the meeting. ~n~~CKH that we did not consider what the

Chemistry department or society wanted to do.

,',

'\\ Did you consider that the indictment would be continued despite any

attempts to stop it by the Chairman?

A I think wbat seemed to be most likely in the minds of all who were

concerned in discussing the demonstration was that Dr. Inch would

continue speaking and that we in fact would speak against him so there

.would in fact be two meetings going on. We certainly did not expect

him actually to anS1:Jerquestions but weBdid not r;eally plan anything,

if he did not answer them.

, You are prepared to accept therefore to overrule any attempts made to

continue the lecturea.s planned by speaking against it'?

.; Simply by speaking against it and by being present at the meeting but

to overrule ~~Qx~~~~~. We thought he might have to shout a little

if he wantedto get ..onwith hi.8 lecture.

Ct v. Id th §hould, t be_~diourned and d 1 d t t ' k ' th.01.1 to us a:l-':;<::X::X:'Ene mee,.lng; W:~:Sreconvene you p anne 0 s lC WJ.

the meeting. Had, you discussed the possibility that it might just be

decided that Dr. Inch should leave the campus.

and decided on ap.yaction?~

Had you discussed this

'" ~
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.... I don It think it was discussed. ~aybe nobody was imaginitive enough

to work out all the possible effects of the initial stages ofatIitmn:i:s::t:xat:ti~R

the demonstration but really it was not discussed. I cannot say that

anybody had any clear ideas al1d certainly no agreed plan of action as to

what to do.

Q Peter Archard has spoken of following him around the campus chanting

slogans. Do you remember that'?

,
i1. Yes. I heard this at the Honday evening meeting. It was considered that

wherever he was on the campus the Chemistry Society might be reconvened.

Did you go to the demonstration prepared to r'ead the indictment if an

appropriate opportunity presented itself?

A I did. Unfortunately sometlme after 4 o'clock that day I managed to lose

my copy of the indictment so I was just prep~red to ask questions and if

jg~~~~Yelse was there to read the ~ndictment then Iwould shut up for them.

;~ I want you to say this in your own words,what die! you and your colleagues

expect to gain for the demon,stration, whnt was the object of the demon-

stration'?

A The object really was to publicise the is,sue of GlBIJ! outside and inside

the University.

~, . Ho'."did you thi:n..J.cthat the demonstration planned weuld succeed in

publicisingthe use of CBW outside the University?

A Simply the fact that a demonstration of at least 100 people had taken

place inside a meeting by somebody from this place. We had considered

various publicist ideas of how a thing might be made more newsworthy.

I mentioned earlier that a few people who did consider the use of

violence and suggested that this would ensure that the a.ctual issue

got some mention along Itdth a whole load of student atrocity stories

that this was assumed by most people to be counter conducted to what

we hoped t.oachieve. Certainly vIe thought that by demonstrating we
1tlOuld gain the publicity inside the University, t«>/II

.. '" ~..
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It was not certain that we would be newsworthy outside,

but there was a possibiiity. It might have been an off-

day for news and it might have helped. As it was it

did work.

That possibility was very present in people's minds?

Obviously there were other ways of breaking the issue

inside the university, which would almost certainly

not get publicity outside. Was the desire for outside

publicity very much a factor in your minds?

1he desire for outside publicity was so great that we

that we realised th~t if we were to succeed it would

be most important.

! was talking about ways of publicising inside the

t:Uliversity. It might Qe said that the normal means

of debate would have stimulated public spirit inside

the university, when I say normal debate, teach-ins,

etc. What was it that turned the scales against the

normal debate, in favour of a more direct approach?

The" "'FF1!IrI!"Q-presence of Dr. Inch here meant that we did

have an event creating public;:interest both inside and

outside.. The fact th~t h~ was there meant that we could

demonstrate against him, and that in demonstrating we

could gain people~s attention, and with the attention

gained we could feed this with documents of information,

and this would quite possibly start the sort of debate

that we wanted, but...

IJisideand Outside?

Yes, of necessity, inside and outside as w~ll.

~
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At any time before this meeting was :publicised, had

you heard of any attetnpts to pUblicise C.B.W. in the

university.

Within the university, nb.

I think that is very clearlyanswererl. Let's go more

briefly to the facts of the day. It appears that you

got into the room the ,very first of all, an1you in

fact, heard the first introduction and the opening

words of Dr. Inch's talk.

Yes, I think he said about three sentenGes befo~e

anybody else came in.

It was said that those sentences were to the effect

th~t the title of the talk was not of his own choice,

and given to him by his Head of Department~

I have heard this since, but at the time I was not

listening too closely, I was engaged in other activity

First of all, I had been trying to find a seat. Before

that I had gone up to the double doors at the backoi

the room.

Yes, so I gather.

I tried to open it, but tur~ing the handle and pulling

the door did not succeed in opening it.

Where the double doors locked, were the;'double doors

closed the whole time?

I am quite certain that they were closed from the time

that I went into the room until really I paid no f~her

attention to the~, which was after both main entrances. .

of demonstrators had. taken place, and by that time there

were demonstrators standing in front of the doors and

and coming down the centra and left hand aisles, which

were facing the spea.ker, ::m.d beyond that time I cannot

say whether they remained closed.. or not, but they were

closed t:i:ll r}cnocked. '"
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As far as you know, did all the demonstrators enter

by the side door1

As far as I know, yes.

" We have not haard very much of the discussion at the

back door between Davis andBowden. We have got people

who know about it. Do you have a clear view about what

arguments were being used by Davis and Bowden at the

,door?

I don't remember XkeM Davis saying anything. He waS

mostly there for his physical presehce, which is presu;ably

meant to awe some people. Bowden, although I didn't

know that that was his name at the time, I don't remember

this clearly, although I do remember mostly that Bowden

was coming out with variations on the theme that we couldn't

come in. I mostly remember what RickCoates said by way

of his side of the argument, that it'had been advertised

0.-
as a meeting of ~ Union society, we were union members

and so were eligible to enter, that we were prepar~d to

join the Chemistry Society.

Were you aware, once you got inside, of this cominotion.

continuing behind the back door!

No. I assumed they would be there. When I want up to

open them I did hear voices still. It s~ounded arguWentative

but I didn't listen to them.

At some stage Dr. Bowden got himselfJEgWind the back door

to the side door. We haven't heard from him yet, but do you

remember him reappearing at the side door1

No. At the "hme, I did not know Bowden by name. I had

heard stories about him but I did not recognise him. I

ha~g~en this particular individual who had been standing

with Mr. Davis outside the double doors and I cannot really
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give a clear account of Bowden's activities as I didn't

recognise him.

Now, when the demonstrators reached the... started to

come through the side doors, what do you remember of

Dr. Tillett's reaction!

I couldn't give a consecutive and comprehensive account.

I am quite certain he was amongst certain-he was amongst

those-who said that the room was full already, and that

I for one said that there wasplentymmore room inside,

and after they shut the door when the first main group.

of demonstrators had come in, it was opened again.and

once again the organisers, and I cannot be certain it

was Dr. Ti~lett, because he too, I didn't know either

by name or by appearance~ but the organisers said that

once again there was no room inside. I simply suggested

that the door shou!hd be left open so that the ledture

could be heard from outside. I disagreed that more

people would come into the room. That was my first

complaint.

The main arg~ent, therefore, that you heard being used

was that the room was full~

This was the main argument used against entry of people

I believe, although it was rather confused that. it was

after the door had been opened the second time it remained

clear that it was open and more people were coming in,

there was relative Calfd quieti, and I did hear Dr.

Tillett,although I did not know that it.was Dr. Tillett

at the time., say that this was not the Inch meeting. Iam

not certain of his exact words, but he said something to

the effect that this was not the Inch meeting, that that
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meeting was off, and that it was a meeting of the

Chemist~y department staff.

How certain are you that it was Dr. Tillett, could

it have been Dr. Bowden?

I remember it was a tall man, considerably older than

t1Jis one I had seen outside the double doors. It

could have been... I know Dr. Tillett now, but it

was certainly one of those who had introduced Dr. Inch

the first time.

And you say he said this before the firs'!;lot got in

or~etween the two waves?

I am not sure about this but I think it was when the

first wave had in fact come in. It could have been

after the first or second wave. There were certainly

a sizeable number of people in the room.

The impression that you got fDom Dr. Tillett is that he

made what one might call sporadic attempts to check the

entry, notably at the beginning, he might have mentioned

, something about the chemistry society, and ce~tainly

half way through, when he definitely made a bre8kand

cut off some people who were. coming in. Does that

seem logical to you?

Accurate, but I didn't watch events around the doorway

all that clearly, except for the time I went over and

suggested that it was opened so that people could hear

outside. I can't really be all that accurate, although

I think its quite likely that among other things this

was done.

You seem to have a very definite imp~ession that the

demonstrators came in in two stages?

Yes.

And that the door was shut"!
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It must have been because after some people were inside

I wen,t over and said this thing a.bout why :hot opendthe

door again, sO it must have been shut.

And then other people came in; Was there a sizeable

body of people standing infue doorway when the lecttU:'e

started?

Can you be more specific/as to what time you are asking

me when people were standing!

Whe:h.Triesman began to read. the indictment.

By .the time tha:t;Triesmanstarted, I had come back to

the front of the centre aisle so by then I was not paying

mucha.ttention to w!,J.atwas goirg on in the doorway.<

Can I just question you on this sta.tement you accused

Dr. Tillett of about th~s not being the Inch meeting,

etc7 Dr. Tillett has quite firmly denied saying tha.t.

aomebody else has attributed something like th~t to~ ..

Dr. Bowden. Now are youabsolute~y certainila.t that
"

was sai'd and that it was said XB by Dr. Tillett.

I am completelyconvin~ed that that was sa.id. The

reason I say this is tha~ I immediate~y put the lie on

it and. said (why did you introduce h~ as Dr. Inch just

now~')I cannot state categorically that it was Dr. Tillett.

You did say that you weri9certain thatft was the same

man who introduced Dr. Inch. Is tha.tabsolutely clear

in your mind? ~

I ha.ve be~n thinking about thi.s~Whilst th;i.shappenad

and immE;diately afterwards I t!,J.oughtit 'Nas the person

who had been, doing all the intrqducing. However; I

realise now that my question, 'Why did you introduce, etC'~)

will suggest the person who had been doing the introducing

and as such I.~migpt have rationalise.d it as being the person
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who had given this direct lie.

When you. heard this were you at the back picking up

something that waS being said to the people coming in?

When I heard the introduction...

No, when you heard this remark that you have attributed

to Dr. Tillett, were you still at the back?

NO, I am trying to remember. I was standing si::.the .front

of the centre aisl~when I said that.

You are not completely certain who actually I',nadethe

remark. Are you certain that.it was a member of staffi

rather than a student or another bystander~

I am certain that it was a member of the Chemistry

me~ting. It was not one of the proteste~s. It "la's

addressed to the students. I am pretty sure that it

was a member of the ~hemistry st~ff. I can remember it

being either a middle aged or becoming old man, fairly

tall, dressed very neatly. There were a number of middle

aged, -tall chemical looking people stanqing round at the

front during that I just don't knlbw c,hemists well

enough to say wm.ich'was whIch.

The description of middle aged is a little alarming.

I don't think we w~t to ask very much about the rest

of i:;hestory.

I would like to ask you your description of the man

about five foot six on page three, towards the bottom.

Do you now know the nmne of thi@ .person?

I remember the incident and I remember the.studeritmost

clearly. I have be.en thinking over this and it seems

fairly minor. I did not concentrate too much on the

student's opponent. I know that I came between these

two as did some other people.

-Go ..
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Was the student Reeve'"

lam afraid I don'tlmow.his !lame. IC6uld describe

him or I could try and find. but who it is.

Wa.e the attack something in the nature of an attack

from behind, either pinning arms, wha.t is known as
-')

a bear hug.

I didn't see the beginnings of it. \ip;at I did see was

these two face to face. I remember arms crossing the

interyening gaps and I seem to remember feet as well.
~(5"\JS.S; 011\
~ between Inch and thoseCan I go back to the

?on .the platform.

of clari ty~

Did you overhear this with any degree

Is this the one where he decidee to leave?

Yes.
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I had been over to talk to Inch onee again about the

individual responsibility, etc. and I hung around there

just deliberately eavesgropping, and the person who had

been introducing, who I assume was Tillett, came over and

between them there was a sort of discussion as to the effect.

of "Well, its hopeless, we .might as well call this off, I

am sorrJ about this" "Do you want to leave?" "Yes I think

I might as well." Something like that.

Do I gather that you were questioning Dr. Inch at the. .

same time as the indictment was beihg read out?

I saw him sort of standing around looking forlorn and

utterly silent and paying no attention whatsoever to

theindicfment, in that he appeared to be able to~switch

his hearing off or something. So I went over and tried

to get through to him.

You say at the beginning of the last paragraph on Sheet

3 that you were behind the majority of people as they

left. Does this mean you were unable to see the

incidents taking place in the doorway as Dr. Inch

was. making his exit?

Yes.
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This obs~rvation you made of P.C'. 1405. We ha veheard

a,numb~r of people describing in different ways, an

incident of tttempted arrest and the words' This one

will do' being reported, followed by a chase in which

the student was with the help of his friends,enabled to

get &lay. Is that the incident as you saw it?

First of all, this mention of... the first mention of

P.C. 1405 took place in the lobby, when the~e was a

fairly static situation, and I watched the exchange

between these two, the policeman and Chr:t:s Ratcliffe

and, well you know, I.<;anampliLfyon acts on unsolicited

violence.

Are you pointing out violence inside the corridor, in

the lobby?

Yes. The police were trying to work out exactly what

they were doing standing in the lobby full of people.

While they were su:erounding Dr. Inch'?
While
/ 1:hey weFe trying to get to Dr. Inch. When they first

JiIDII:i:mi arr.ived they were making progress. Then there

was a period when they realised they didn't know what

they were doing and things were fairly static and there

was an'4-mount of pushing and shoving and rising tempers.

The impression they got w;r{asthat the police wai t,ed some

time at the end of the corridor before moving in, by

which time thedernQnstrators all sat downl

Some of them were sitting down before any mention of

the police, in the lobby. Just towards the end of the

indictment it'was suggestedthat,pepple sat down,so that

those going out into M.IOcould hear more easily and could

This was not a complete sit down though.see.
'" '

Was the mood to sit down certainly increased by the arrival

of 'the police?
ij

Was sitting down used as a tactic when
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the arrival of the police was noticed?

There was a sit down which was not completel The

part of the scene which I could see, most people had

stood up again, at the first call of "Fuzz". When.

the fuzz started coming down people sat downl

Given that the police had wished to reach Dr. Inch

,
and later to extrtcate him, and given that to do

this, they had to find their way thrmugh a large

number of people, and given that quite a lot of pushing

was obviously necessitated b y that plan, what acts of

violence did you notice which were not necessitated by

what I said?

It was quite simple that the police!.'were not able to

get through the crowd without acting rather foolishly.

These ones were certainiy using elbows and feet, and some

were stamped on deliberately. I couldn't see what was

happening around but I hear that there was violence there.

Quite ~imP3J I sawo,P.C.
using his. fists.
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It was Ratcliffe who he attempted to arrest1

Yes,

If we can divide this up into three sections; there was

the period during which they were actually coming down the

corridor and people were sitting, then there was a somewhat

static period when they were sorting out how to get Inch out

then there was the actual departure of Inch. Now during the

entry period when they were stepping over demonstrators,

you will presumably from your earlier testament maintain

that they didn't use as much as they could have done in I

actually reaching Inch.

Actually what I said wasn't a form of testament simply

because I was standing in such a position that I could

only see partly through the doorway of the corridor so I

cannot definitely say that I saw anything but ---~

So you weren't in fact able to see much?"

I didn't actually see the police until they got into 14. 11.
'~~ ~~ ~- --' - ~--_:.
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They were in H 11 with this incident with Ratcliffe?

DrJ:~ , 1
When~ was finallyextracatedby the policeJ~ Aided

perhaps by some members of the Chemistry Department, again

they would have to push their way to get him out1 Did you

notice ~ remarkable incident during getting him, besides

pushing"?

No, mostly on the actual withdrawal the two police and also

the large chubby ginger haired one, who were forming a

corridor for the others to get through including Inch but

I was rather involved in seeing and participating in wha~

was happening there and so I lost sight of Inch and I didn't

know what was happening. Immediately after he had gone I

thought where the hell is ,he, have they got him out.

During the period where the police were acting to remove Inch

did you notice ~ the actions of any members of the Chemistry

Staff.

No, I'm afraid I didn't.
:..
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The outside incidenea, did you notice any definite chase?

I saw the assault of six or so policemen on a student) once

again Cliff Ratcliffe)and I took part in it and then took

place in the chase round the back of the house and once again.

had to dissuade a couple of policemen'from misusing the law

\ on. another student.'

. What steps did you go to to decide that there waS no pretext

at all!

Well, I saw in the first place Ratcliffe walking along ~

past th~ crowd and then the policemen surrounding him and

grabbing him.

?
Was the other student who was arresteq .

No he certainly wasn't.
r

.
. .

Can we know who the other one was. Two arrests were presented,

one was Ratcliffe.

The other was Gordon Black.

And both of them were rescued by the action of you and others.

I have been saying this t~most people who have come,the

matter. of Thomas's glasses.

I didn't see how theyQ:'e r.emoved from his face and put i!,}to~ - =.- - -- ~ ~.
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his trousers pocket. I did see them as soon as he had

reclaimed them. They were ir[,tact is accurate)but to

say they were undamaged was dOWta-right wrong. The lenseG

were, and still are, intact. However they had been bent

so that the inside of the len~were just about facing

each other and I am quite certain that they were not bent

in that way since they were reclaimed.

But you didn't actual see the damage done to the glasses~

You couldn't actually~sign the responsibility to one person

for doing the damage or could you?

Well I am pretty sure that the ,damage was not done by some

people,quite simply he did not have his glases betwe~ll the

times that they came off his face.

I just wan~to ask if you know whether or not the responsibili

can be to one person....

~ $:t:

~


